OIG To Begin Release of Administrative Summaries of Wait Time Investigations

Today, the VA Office of Inspector General (OIG) will begin a systematic roll-out of 77 administrative summaries of wait time investigations conducted by the OIG's Office of Investigations at VA medical facilities across the country. This move fulfills a longstanding commitment by the OIG to make Members of Congress and the public aware of the results of each investigation. These summaries are a continuation of the OIG's public results on findings related to access to care and patient wait times throughout the Veterans Health Administration.

The first release, which consists of 11 reports covering multiple VA facilities in the State of Florida, will be posted to the OIG public website this afternoon. The OIG will continue to issue batches of the administrative summaries by state as they are completed.

When complete, the OIG will also publish administrative summaries for the remaining sites that are still in progress at this time.
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